January 4, 2012

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary  
Federal Communications Commission  
445 12th St. SW  
Washington, DC 20554

Re: LightSquared Subsidiary, LLC  
Ex Parte Communication. IB Docket No. 11-109  
IBSF File No. SAT-MOD-20101118-00239

Ms. Dortch,

My name is Gregory Jenness. I am a Professional Land Surveyor licensed to practice in South Carolina and am President of the Midlands Chapter of Professional Land Surveyors. This letter is to express our strong opposition to LightSquared Subsidiary, LLC’s recent petition to the FCC to affirm its license and its request to go forward with its plan. We feel that LightSquared should not be allowed to proceed until it has been proven that their plan will not interfere with high-precision GPS signals received by the current survey grade GPS equipment in use across the United States. The land surveying industry depends on accurate and uninterrupted high-precision GPS signals to conduct its everyday business. If the FCC approves this petition, not only will the surveying industry be harmed, but so will the countless municipalities, public and private developments, and people that rely on the GPS data surveyors produce. We are asking the FCC to deny LightSquared’s petition and take the time to review all the test results that prove this is a threat to high-precision GPS signals and would be detrimental to the many industries that rely on them.

Sincerely,

Gregory Jenness, PLS  
Head of Survey Department  
American Engineering Consultants, Inc.  
Cayce, SC